Early stabilization of human posture after a sudden disturbance: influence of rate and amplitude of displacement.
The functional role of short-, medium- and long-latency responses for the maintenance of upright posture was investigated in twenty healthy subjects standing on a platform which could be rotated in pitch around the subject's ankle joints. Tilting the platform toe-up evokes a stretch reflex in the triceps surae muscle (TS, latency 55-65 ms) and at higher speeds and amplitudes of platform displacement a medium-latency response (latency 108-123 ms). Both responses functionally destabilize posture, since they enforce the induced backward displacement of the body. Compensation of body displacement in this situation is achieved by a long-latency EMG response in the anterior tibial muscle (TA 130-145 ms). Platform movement toe-down elicits a rather small medium-latency response in TA (103-118 ms), but no short-latency response. A late compensatory response occurs in the triceps surae muscle (latency 139-170 ms). The mean latency of the late antagonistic EMG response was significantly shorter than that of a voluntary movement triggered by a somatosensory stimulus. Integrals of rectified EMG responses from the two muscles were linearly related to the amplitude and to a smaller degree to the velocity of platform displacement. The slope of this function (gain) varied depending on the direction of ankle displacement and the functional importance of the subsequent EMG responses. Destabilizing short- and medium-latency responses of the stretched muscle had a lower gain relative to amplitude than the late stabilizing response of the antagonist. This functionally adaptive modulation of gain was not seen in relation to the rate of platform displacement.